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ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of real-time and high-priority traffic over
IP networks makes network survivability more critical.
Several MPLS-based recovery mechanisms have been pro-
posed to ensure continuity of service following network
impairments. These approaches, however, suffer from the
transient effects that negatively impact the traffic that is
being rerouted onto the protection paths. Packet loss and
reordering are the most significant negative effects result-
ing from protection switching. In conventional MPLS net-
works, the detection and retransmission of out-of-order or
lost packets is left to the higher layers, which in effect,
degrades the overall performance. This paper proposes a
signaling mechanism to minimize the impact of protection
switching on packet loss and reordering. The proposed sig-
naling protocol is general and independent of the particular
MPLS protection mechanism. The signaling protocol uses
the existing queues on the nodes to buffer incoming traffic
and hence reduce loss of data and packet reordering dur-
ing recovery operations. Easy to implement calculations
are used by the nodes to estimate the required queue sizes
and to control the signaling procedure. The protocol has
been implemented and studied in the three MPLS protec-
tion mechanisms under consideration. The results of our
simulation study show that, with the implementation of the
proposed signaling scheme in the basic protection mecha-
nism, the number of packets reordered is significantly re-
duced while maintaining or improving packet loss without
imposing much overhead on the nodes in the network.
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1 Introduction

Although IP networks offer flexibility and scalability, they
need to be enhanced in the areas of availability, depend-
ability, and Quality of Service (QoS) in order to provide
a mission-critical networking environment. MultiProtocol
Label Switching (MPLS) [1] is a new forwarding paradigm
that integrates IP and link layer technologies thus allowing
sophisticated routing control capabilities to be introduced
into IP networks. The MPLS architecture combines scala-
bility and feasibility of routing with performance, QoS, and
traffic management of link layer switching.
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An important component of providing quality service,
however, is the ability to transport data reliably and effi-
ciently. Failures in the network and interruptions of traffic
are unacceptable to many applications that require highly-
reliable service, that is, the recovery times to the order of
tens of milliseconds to seconds [2], such as voice, stream-
ing video, etc. Presently, IP traffic is routed and forwarded
over the Internet using standard IP routing protocols which
reroute traffic across the failed paths or links. Although the
current routing algorithms are very robust and survivable,
the amount of time they take to recover can be significant,
on the order of several seconds or minutes, causing seri-
ous disruption of service to critical communications. Also,
there are inherent limitations to improving the recovery
times of current routing algorithms. SONET’s Automatic
Protection Switching (APS) provides fast restoration times
(to the order of 50 ms) at the expense of inefficient use of
bandwidth and is typically limited to ring-based topologies.
Moreover, with the emergence of high-speed networking
over Ethernet (Gigabit and 10 Gigabit) or other link layer
technologies, SONET’s failure detection no longer suffices.

2 Background

MPLS networks are more vulnerable to failures because of
their connection-oriented nature. Fault recovery is usually
first attempted in the physical layer and if unsuccessful (or
not possible) is escalated to the higher layer. Fault recovery
in MPLS is necessary to eliminate dependency on the phys-
ical layer recovery mechanisms which may differ between
the networks [2]. MPLS-based recovery can give the flex-
ibility to select the recovery mechanisms, choose the gran-
ularity at which the traffic is protected, and also to choose
the specific types of traffic that are protected. It is possible
to provide different levels of protection for different classes
of service based on their service requirements.

In addition to a general signaling protocol [3], three
mechanisms, Fast Reroute [4], RSVP-based Backup Tun-
nels [5] and Two Path Protection [6] have been proposed
for the restoration of the LSPs in the MPLS domain. The
Fast Reroute1 scheme reverses the traffic at the point of fail-
ure of the protected LSP such that the traffic flow can then
be redirected via a parallel LSP between source and des-

1The term Fast Reroute has been also used for various other protection
and restoration mechanisms (e.g., [3]). In this paper it refers to the method
proposed by Haskin and Krishnan [4].
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tination switches of the protected LSP tunnel [4] and thus
provides fast restoration times at the expense of compar-
atively less efficient use of resources. It also minimizes
the path computation complexity but the obvious draw-
back is the total length of protection paths. Moreover, the
straightforward implementation of this method would re-
sult in temporary packet reordering at PML as packets ar-
riving from the reverse direction are mixed with incoming
packets. RSVP-based Backup Tunnels mechanism extends
the RSVP protocol to support the establishment of LSP tun-
nels. In this scheme, a node adjacent to a failed link signals
the failure to the upstream nodes. An ingress node upon
reception of the failure signal reroutes the traffic over ei-
ther a pre-established or dynamically established path that
is link disjoint with the working path. Two Path Protection
scheme is based on protecting the entire domain and aims
to reduce the number of protection paths required to make
the MPLS domain fully protected. The protection paths
are setup using traffic engineering and their topology cal-
culated using the two path algorithm. Once the paths are
established apart from the working path, every node will
have two alternate paths to reach the egress node.

3 Dynamic Issues in MPLS Restoration

All three schemes presented above suffer from transient
effects that negatively impact the traffic that is being
switched onto the protection paths. Negligible impact on
the switched traffic is very difficult and costly to achieve.
For many applications, a certain degree of QoS degrada-
tion is acceptable, provided it is balanced by a significantly
reduced cost of providing the protection. We have identi-
fied packet loss and reordering as the most significant neg-
ative effects resulting from protection switching. Recently
published work [7] independently proposed to use the mea-
sures of loss and reordering as the major evaluation criteria
of an MPLS protection scheme. Extended periods of packet
loss could be unacceptable for some unreliable-transport-
protocol-based streaming applications. Performance of re-
liable transport protocols, such as TCP, is also negatively
affected by packet loss and reordering which are often used
as the indicators of the network condition and trigger var-
ious congestion control mechanisms resulting in reduced
application throughput.

3.1 Causes of Transient Effects

Consider a general protection switching scenario in the
MPLS domain shown in Figure 1. The working path passes
through nodes IUDE. When the link between nodes U
and D fails, depending on the particular service restoration
method, several pre-established alternate paths can be uti-
lized: The ingress node I, acting as a PSL2, is responsible

2Protection Switching LSR (PSL) is responsible for switching traffic
between the working path and the protection path. Protection Merging
LSR (PML), on the other hand, is an LSR that receives both the working
path traffic and its corresponding protection path traffic. The PML either
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Figure 1. Service restoration in an MPLS domain.

for switching traffic over restoration segment (INTE). The
node U upstream to the failed link has an option to send the
traffic back to the ingress node over reverse segment (UI),
send a Failure Indication Signal (FIS) [2] to the ingress
node over reverse notification segment (UI), or to send the
traffic over protection segment (UJME). Egress node E, act-
ing as a PML, merges traffic from restoration and protec-
tion segments, and the working path.

Packet loss and reordering may occur at PML when
the tail of a traffic stream arriving over one path temporar-
ily overlaps with the head of rerouted traffic arriving over
another path. Since the exact propagation delay of a path
is typically difficult to predict, such conflicts cannot be re-
solved during protection path setup. Furthermore, the cases
where the traffic is switched from a path with longer delay
to a path with shorter delay are not unusual in MPLS pro-
tection schemes (e.g., traffic is switched over to a better but
more costly path, use of which is justified only by the short
duration of service restoration actions).

A PML has several straightforward options when
dealing with overlapped streams of traffic. Packets from
one of the streams can be dropped causing a significant
packet loss, the two streams can be merged together caus-
ing packet reordering, or packets from the head of the
stream can be buffered at the PML until all packets from
the tail of the other stream are sent on. The last approach
does not suffer from reordering; however, the buffers in
the PML may not be able to store all the packets, forcing
it to drop the excess ones. This paper proposes a signal-
ing mechanism to reduce these transient effects caused due
to the protection switching by distributed temporal realign-
ment of the traffic streams. The proposed scheme makes
heuristic decisions when controlling the distributed buffer-
ing of the traffic.

3.2 Protection Scenarios

Assuming the network in Figure 1 uses Fast Reroute [4]
(Scenario 1) and the link between nodes U and D fails,
then node U redirects the incoming stream toward node I

over the reverse segment. The redirected stream and the in-
put stream may then be transmitted simultaneously on the

merges their traffic into a single outgoing path or sends it to higher layer
protocols if it terminates the LSP [2].



restoration segment. The Fast Reroute mechanism does not
cause packet loss beyond unavoidable loss of packets that
were in transmission over the link at the time of its fail-
ure. However, substantial packet reordering occurs when
the incoming traffic merges with the traffic on the reverse
segment. Further packet reordering may occur at node E
(the PML) when the delay on the segment of the working
path between nodes D and E is longer than the delay of the
reverse segment together with the delay of the restoration
segment, dDE > dUI + dINTE .

In the case when the network utilizes RSVP-based
Backup Tunnels [5] (Scenario 2), node U sends a FIS signal
to the PSL (node I). When node I receives the FIS, it stops
forwarding traffic on the working path and switches incom-
ing traffic onto the restoration segment (INTE). The traffic
in transit on the working path segment IU is dropped. In
addition to packet loss, this protection scenario may cause
packet reordering at the PML if the delay of the segment of
the working path between nodes D and E is longer than the
delay of the reverse notification segment3 together with the
delay of the restoration segment, dDE > d′

UI
+ dINTE .

Under the Two Path protection [6] (Scenario 3),
node U makes an immediate decision to reroute the current
traffic stream onto the protection segment passing through
the nodes UJME (in this scenario every node on the work-
ing LSP has a pre-established restoration path). Typically,
only limited resources are allocated to the protection seg-
ments that is utilized only for a limited time before the
ingress node I switches traffic onto the restoration seg-
ment which is assumed to have all the required resources
pre-allocated. Two path protection does not cause packet
loss beyond unavoidable loss of packets in transit over the
failed link. Packet reordering may occur at the PML, which
merges three traffic streams, under two conditions: First,
when the delay of the segment of the working path between
nodes D and E is longer than the delay of the protection
segment, dDE > dUJME . Second, when the delay of the
reverse notification segment together with the delay of the
restoration segment is shorter than either the delay of the
segment of the working path between nodes D and E or the
delay of the protection segment, d′

UI
+ dINTE < dDE or

d′
UI

+ dINTE < dUJME .

4 Proposed Signaling Mechanism

To control the flow of the incoming traffic streams toward
the PML and to address the issue of finite buffer space in
the routers, a Backpressure Signaling mechanism is pro-
posed. The goal of the signaling is to control the volume
of traffic that reaches PML by deferring the transmission
of packets between routers for as long as possible without
overflowing the buffers in the routers. Three new signaling
messages are introduced:

NR(b) - Not Ready, can receive up to b bytes,
SE - End of traffic stream,

3Since failure indication signal is typically given the highest priority,
it is assumed that dUI > d′

UI
.

RD - Ready to receive traffic stream.

Message NR(b) is generated to inform the upstream
router that the traffic on a particular LSP is being buffered
in an attempt to avoid reordering. The message includes an
estimate of remaining buffer space in the router that trans-
mits the signal. Upon reception of the NR(b) message, a
router is permitted to send no more traffic than the signaled
amount b. When its buffer reaches a predetermined thresh-
old level, it propagates the message further upstream with
a new estimate of its available buffer space. As a result, the
traffic is being buffered in the routers in a distributed way.
When the PML detects the tail of one of the streams via sig-
naling message SE (generated either by a node downstream
from a fault or by a PSL after switching traffic to the pro-
tection path to facilitate the detection), it sends signaling
message RD, to inform the upstream routers that it is now
capable to receive more traffic. The RD message is propa-
gated as far upstream as the NR(b) messages have reached.
Note that the reliability of signaling in MPLS is ensured by
the use of reliable transport protocol. The proposed signal-
ing protocol is described below.

4.1 The Protocol

There are four main categories of nodes in the proposed
scheme: a protection switching LSR (PSL), a working path
node, a protection merging LSR (PML), and an alternate
path4 node. A complete description of the proposed proto-
col can be found in [8].

There are three possible sequences of events in a Pro-
tection Switching LSR (PSL) . First, the PSL may detect an
an error on its upstream working path link or, equivalently,
receive FIS from a node that is adjacent to a failed link.
In both cases, the node switches the incoming traffic onto
the working path. Second, the actions taken in Scenario
1 lead to traffic being received on the reverse path. The
PSL interprets this as an indication of a downstream fault.
In an attempt to reduce packet reordering, incoming traffic
on the working path is buffered while reverse path traffic
is being sent on. Buffering is stopped either when there
is no more traffic on the reverse path (indicated by the SE
message) or when the buffer capacity is reached. Termina-
tion of buffering due to overflow may still lead to packet
reordering which is preferable to packet loss that would re-
sult otherwise. Finally, buffering of incoming working path
traffic can be also triggered by reception of NR(b) message
from the alternate path. Buffering is stopped when either
an RD message is received or the buffer capacity is reached.
Neither of the two messages is propagated upstream.

Working path nodes can detect link errors on either
upstream or downstream link. Actions taken when an error
is detected on the downstream link depends on the protec-
tion scenario. Fast Reroute (Scenario 1) requires the node
to switch the incoming traffic over to the reverse path. Un-
der RSVP-based Backup Tunnels (Scenario 2) the node

4The term alternate path is used throughout this section for both pro-
tection and restoration paths.



send an FIS message to the PSL and starts dropping all
working path traffic. Two Path Protection (Scenario 3) as-
sumes that there is a protection path established at every
node of the working path. When an error is detected, the
traffic is temporarily switched onto the protection path and
an FIS message is sent to the PSL to trigger switching over
to the preferred restoration path. An upstream link error
triggers transmission of an SE message at the tail of the
working path traffic. The message will be used by the PML
as an indication that no more traffic will be arriving over the
working path.

The restoration steps can lead to two distinct se-
quences of events at a Protection Merging LSR (PML).
First, the more common scenario, the remaining traffic ar-
riving over the working path, terminated by an SE message
passes through the PML before the alternate path traffic ar-
rives. The PML has to note that it has seen all of the work-
ing path traffic so that it does not attempt to block the alter-
nate path traffic. In the other case, the working path and the
alternate path traffic streams overlap and the PML attempts
to realign them using the backpressure signaling. First,
it attempts to buffer incoming traffic on the alternate path
while passing on the working path traffic. When a thresh-
old buffer occupancy is reached, the value of b is calculated
and NR(b) message is sent to the upstream node on the al-
ternate path. The incoming alternate path traffic is buffered
until either the end of the working path stream is detected
(an SE message received) or the buffer reaches its capacity.
In both cases, an RD message is sent to the upstream node
on the alternate path to cancel the request for buffering.
Note that PSL buffer overflow is an unlikely event since the
backpressure signaling prevents sending more traffic than
the buffer can store. The buffer overflow can be caused by
an incorrect estimate of value for b, which is possible if
the conditions of the network change rapidly, or when the
backpressure mechanism exhausts the buffering capacity of
all nodes along the alternate path.

An alternate path node, on reception of an NR(b)
message, sends b bytes of traffic downstream and then starts
buffering. When a buffer occupancy threshold is reached,
it calculates its own value for b and sends an NR(b) mes-
sage upstream. The buffering stops when an RD message
is received or when the buffer capacity is reached. In both
cases, an RD message is sent to the upstream node.

4.2 Estimation of Buffering Requirements

The proposed signaling scheme requires the routers to esti-
mate the amount of traffic that is transmitted onto the link
after the message is sent and before it is received by the
upstream router. The estimate is then subtracted from the
available buffer space. Underestimation of the volume of
traffic in flight will cause packet loss due to buffer overflow.
Overestimation leads to poor utilization of buffer space.

Table 1 outlines the parameters used to calculate the
value of b sent with an NR(b) message to the upstream node.
The node first calculates Ts, the time it will take for a sig-

b Maximum number of bytes the node is permitted
to transmit

D Link delay in seconds
L Line rate in bits/sec
M Size of a signaling message in bits
Qc Current queue occupancy on a node
Qm Maximum size of the queue (queue capacity)
R Data rate in bits/sec
S Size of a data packet in bits
Ts Time it will take for a signaling message to reach

the upstream neighbor

Table 1. Summary of parameters.

naling message to reach the upstream neighbor:

Ts =
M

L
+ D. (1)

The node then estimates the number of packets that will
arrive over the link during this time:

N =

⌈

Ts

R

S

⌉

=

⌈

MR

LS
+

DR

S

⌉

. (2)

When a node receives an NR(b) message from its down-
stream peer or a packet from its upstream neighbor after
having received an NR(b) message, it calculates the value
of N . If the difference of the queue limit and queue size
is less than N , then the node sends an NR(b) signal to its
upstream neighbor. The value b gives the estimate of the
number of bytes the downstream peer can receive and is
given by:

b =
S

8
(Qm − Qc − N). (3)

It is assumed that nodes are capable of determining all
of the parameters required by equations (2) and (3). Two
of the parameters are dependent on the character of the of-
fered traffic are S and R and cannot be determined dur-
ing the network configuration. Instead, the traffic passing
through the node is monitored and estimated values for the
parameters are calculated using standard exponential aver-
aging. The estimated traffic rate R, after reception of kth

packet in the stream is given by:

Rk = αRk−1 + (1 − α)
sk

∆t
, (4)

where sk is the length of kth packet in bits and ∆t is the
measured inter-arrival time between packets k − 1 and k.
Estimated average length of a packet S, after reception of
kth packet is calculated similarly:

Sk = βSk−1 + (1 − β)sk . (5)

Weights α and β, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, control
the relative impact of recent observations versus the longer
term average. Given the transient nature of the restoration
related events, we choose value α = β = 0.5 in our exper-
iments. Optimal values of α and β are subjects of further
research.
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Figure 3. Scenario 2 - RSVP-based Backup Tunnels.

5 Performance Evaluation

Proposed signaling mechanism have been implemented in
the LBNL Network Simulator (NS)5. The primary objec-
tive was to study the loss and reordering in the basic pro-
tection protection scenarios with and without the proposed
signaling mechanism. The experiments used simple net-
work topologies consisting of the working and the alter-
nate paths for each protection scenario under consideration.
Simulations have been conducted using three types of traf-
fic: Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Exponentially Distributed
UDP (each generated with the rate of 448 kbps) and FTP
over a TCP connection (TCP). The delay of each link along
the paths was set to 10 ms (unless the experiment called
for variable delay, in which case the delay was varied from
10 ms to 250 ms) and its bandwidth was set to 1 Mbps. For
majority of the experiments queue sizes were set to 200%
and 50% of the buffering space required by equation (2).
The first value corresponds to the margin of safety typi-
cally employed in routing equipment, while the second is
used to evaluate the stability of the proposed protocol in the
case of insufficient resources.

The total of 48 experimental setups have been studied
(one for each combination of scheme traffic type, protec-
tion scenario, queue allocation, and evaluation measure).
Due to space limitations, only selected ones are presented
here. A full set of graphs and a complete discussion of
the results can be found in [9]. In order to distinguish be-
tween reordering caused by protection switching and re-
ordering caused by early release of buffered traffic due to
buffer overflow, in the presented experiments, the nodes
keep holding the traffic in the buffers even if they are full
and incoming traffic has to be dropped. This step, in ef-
fect, translates packet reordering into loss and allows for
easier analysis of the results. In a real network, reordering
is preferable to packet loss and, therefore, nodes with full
queues would start passing the excess traffic downstream
as required by the proposed protocol.

5http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns.
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Figure 4. Scenario 3 - Two Path Protection.
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Figure 5. Scenario 1 - Packet loss under TCP traffic with
100% over-subscribed queues.

Experiments for Scenario 1: Fast Reroute (Figure 2)
varied the delay of each of the links along the entire work-
ing path. In this scenario the traffic streams merge at the
PSL and, therefore, there is only a limited opportunity for
the backpressure signaling to carry out stream realignment.
As expected, for CBR and Exponential UDP traffic, the
simulation results show that the ability to reduce reorder-
ing is controlled by the amount buffer space available in the
PSL. As shown in Figure 5, under TCP traffic the scheme
helps in reducing packet loss in cases where the traffic
stream overlap is relatively small. For longer stream over-
laps, congestion control mechanisms of TCP are triggered
and the amount of traffic injected into the network is sig-
nificantly reduced. The lower traffic load results in lesser
packet loss regardless whether the scheme is implemented
or not.

The delay variation in Scenario 2: RSVP-based
Backup Tunnels (Figure 3) takes place only along the seg-
ment of the working path between nodes D and E. The
traffic streams are merged in the PML, giving the pro-
posed mechanism an opportunity to use the buffers along
the restoration path. This results in complete elimination
of packet reordering in the cases where the buffering ca-
pacity of the nodes along the restoration path is sufficient
to perform the traffic stream realignment. Note that the
buffering capacity of the nodes may not be fully utilized
because the buffering decisions are made using estimates
that are based on observation of past traffic. Our experi-
ments did not discover any major inefficiencies in the buffer
utilization under the traffic types used for the experiments.
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Other types of traffic and their impact on the accuracy of
the estimates is a subject of our current research. Figure 6
shows the packet loss resulting from insufficient buffering
capacity on the alternate path for various buffer sizes under
exponentially distributed UDP traffic.

Three traffic streams are being merged at the PML
under Scenario 3: Two Path Protection (Figure 4). The
experiments have been conducted considering two situa-
tions that will stress the egress node: varying delay over the
working path segment while keeping delays over protection
and restoration paths constant, and varying delay over the
protection path while keeping the delays over working and
restoration paths constant. The effects of overlap of work-
ing path and protection segment traffic as well as the effects
of overlap of working path and restoration segment traffic
are equivalent to those in the RSVP-based Backup Tun-
nels. The experimental results show that the proposed sig-
naling mechanism reduces the negative effects as outlined
in the previous paragraph. The overlap between protec-
tion and restoration segment traffic causes packet reorder-
ing whose volume is bounded by the limited time the traf-
fic is sent over the protection path. Figure 7 shows that
the proposed signaling mechanism completely eliminates
this cause of packet reordering under CBR traffic load and
under-subscribed queues in the nodes. Similar results have
been obtained for other types of traffic and queue sizes.

6 Conclusions

MPLS provides means for fast and resource-efficient ser-
vice restoration. Packet loss and reordering have been iden-
tified as the most significant forms of transient QoS degra-
dation during protection switching. The signaling scheme
proposed in this paper reduces the transient effects of pro-
tections switching in MPLS networks by distributed tem-
poral realignment of the traffic streams. It is independent
of the underlying protection mechanism and its integration
with three current MPLS service restoration schemes out-
lined in the paper. The experiments confirm that all three
existing MPLS protection schemes suffer from packet loss
and/or packet reordering, during protection switching and
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Figure 7. Scenario 3 - Packet reordering under CBR traffic
and 50% under-subscribed queues.

show that the proposed signaling protocol can help to mini-
mize packet reordering while maintaining or improving the
packet loss performance.
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